Engineering superlyophobic surfaces as the microfluidic platform for droplet manipulation.
We propose robust engineering superlyophobic surfaces (SLS) as a universal microfluidic platform for droplet manipulation enabling electric actuation, featured with characteristics of highly nonwetting, low adhesion, and low friction for various liquids including water and oil. To functionalize SLS with embedded electrodes, two configurations with continuous and discrete topologies have been designed and compared. The discrete configuration is found to be superior upon comparison of their fabrication, microstructures and nonwetting performances. We also present new formulation of SLS pressure stability for linear, square and hexagonal pattern layouts, and propose a criterion for three wetting states (the Cassie-Baxter, partial Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel states) by introducing two dimensionless parameters, which are supported by our experimental data. Droplet manipulation experiments including deformation and transport on electrode-embedded SLS were performed, showing that present SLS reduce adhesion and flow resistance of oil droplets respectively by 98% and 73% compared with a smooth hydrophobic surface, and the excellent hydrodynamic performances are applicable for a wide range of droplet velocity. Simulation of an oil droplet electrically actuated on SLS predicts the significantly increased droplet motion for a low solid fraction and a relatively large droplet size.